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Introduction: The p-process radionuclide niobium-92 (92Nb) decays to zirconium-92 (92Zr) by electron capture 

with a half-life of 37 Myr. The system is a promising chronometer for addressing the early solar system evolution 
and planetary differentiation [1, 2]. The initial abundance of 92Nb and its distribution in the early solar system 
provide valuable constraints on the time-scale of our solar system evolution, and on the origin of p-process nuclides. 
Previously, the initial 92Nb abundance at the solar system formation was determined to be (92Nb/93Nb)0 = (1.7 ± 0.6) 
× 10–5 by applying the internal isochron approach to the NWA 4590 angrite (U–Pb age: 4557.93 ± 0.36 Ma) [2]. 
This value is consistent with those obtained from internal Nb-Zr isochrons of eucrites, ordinary chondrites, and 
mesosiderites [1, 3], indicating that 92Nb was homogeneously distributed among their source regions. Yet, all sam-
ples previously studied for 92Nb are thought to have originated from the inner solar system. Here we report internal 
Nb-Zr isochron dating of the NWA 6704 achondrite that is considered to have originated from the outer solar system.  

 
Sample and Methods: NWA 6704 is a primitive achondrite having a fresh igneous texture [4] with a U–Pb age 

of 4562.76 ± 0.30 Ma [5]. The mineralogy and petrography indicate that this meteorite underwent melting above 
liquidus temperature and subsequent rapid cooling (> 10–1 °C/yr; [4]), making the effect of differing closure temper-
atures between the U-Pb and Nb-Zr systems insignificant. Furthermore, this meteorite has Δ17O, ε50Ti, ε54Cr and 
ε84Sr values similar to those of carbonaceous chondrites [4-6], indicating that it samples the same reservoirs in the 
solar nebula as the carbonaceous chondrite parent bodies (i.e., the outer solar system). Thus, NWA 6704 enables us 
to evaluate the distribution of 92Nb between the inner and outer solar system for the first time.  

We prepared mineral and whole rock fractions from five fragments of NWA 6704. The Nb/Zr ratios were ob-
tained using a Thermo Fisher ScientificTM iCAP QTM ICP–MS at the University of Tokyo without chemical separa-
tion. Zr was separated and purified from samples using a protocol modified from [2]. The Zr isotopic compositions 
were measured using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Neptune Plus MC-ICP-MS interfaced to a Cetac Aridus II desolvat-
ing nebulizer at the University of Tokyo.  

 
   Results & Discussion: The isochron defines an initial 92Nb/93Nb of (2.8 ± 0.3) × 10–5 at the time of NWA 

6704 formation. By combining this value with the U–Pb age of NWA 6704, an initial 92Nb/93Nb of (3.0 ± 0.3) × 10–5 
at the time of solar system formation is derived. The obtained value is distinctly higher than the initial value in the 
inner solar system of (1.7 ± 0.6) × 10–5 [2]. This indicates that 92Nb was heterogeneously distributed in the pro-
toplanetary disk before the formation of NWA 6704, and was relatively enriched in the outer solar system. The dif-
ference between these two initial values causes the apparent 
Nb-Zr age difference of ~30 Myr, demonstrating that the cur-
rent canonical value of (92Nb/93Nb)0 = (1.7 ± 0.6) × 10–5 should 
not be used for the Nb–Zr dating of planetary materials from 
the outer solar system. The newly obtained initial 92Nb/93Nb 
value is clearly higher than the expected value in the model of 
92Nb synthesis by Type Ia supernova (SNIa) [7]. Thus, our re-
sults require another production site to be invoked for selec-
tively producing 92Nb. At the moment, only the ν-process in 
Type II supernova (SNII) [8] satisfies such requirement. If so, 
our finding suggests that the time-interval from the last SNII 
explosion to the formation of our solar system needs be <100 
My and that nuclides synthesized by the last SNII were prefer-
entially implanted or preserved in the outer solar system. Such 
enrichment of the last SNII components in the outer solar sys-
tem may account for the isotopic dichotomy between carbona-
ceous and non-carbonaceous meteorites [e.g., 9].                            Figure 1. Nb-Zr isochron diagram for NWA 6704. 
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(92Nb/93Nb)0 = (2.8 ± 0.3) × 10-5  

Initial ε92Zr = –0.17 ± 0.09  

MSWD = 0.86 
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